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Introduction: Groups acting on manifolds

My research brings together problems and techniques from geometric topology, geometric
group theory, and dynamics. Broadly speaking, I study actions of infinite groups on manifolds
and the moduli spaces of such actions: character varieties, spaces of flat bundles, and spaces of
left-invariant linear or circular orders on groups.

An action of a group � on a manifold M is a homomorphism � : � ! Homeo(M); a smooth

action has image in the group of di↵eomorphisms, Di↵(M). Thus, one approach to understanding
groups acting on manifolds is to study the algebraic structure of the group Homeo(M) or Di↵(M)
itself – a structure which is surprisingly rich. My work on this has taken many forms:

• In [Man15a], inspired by a question of Ghys, I initiated a program to study homomorphisms
between groups of di↵eomorphisms. This has been continued by Hurtado [Hur15], Militon
[Mili12], Matsumoto [Mat14b] and others.

• More recently, I have studied the remarkable relationship between the topology and algebraic

structure of such groups. For instance, in [Man15c], I showed that Homeo(M) has the
“automatic continuity” property, which means that its topology is determined by its algebraic
structure in a strong sense.

• New joint work with C. Rosendal brings geometry into the picture: we show that the identity
component Homeo0(M) has a well-defined quasi-isometry type, hence one may use standard
tools from geometric group theory to study its large-scale geometry. This gives new context
to classical concepts like subgroup distortion, and a new take on the Zimmer program.

A second perspective on group actions comes from the study of representation spaces. The space
Hom(⇡1(⌃), G) of representations of the fundamental group of a manifold ⌃ into a topological
group G is a basic example in geometry and topology. When G is a group of homeomorphisms
of a manifold M , this space parametrizes actions of ⇡1(⌃) on M (with regularity specified by G),
and also parametrizes flat M -bundles over ⌃ with structure group G. A classical case is where ⌃
is a closed, orientable surface and G = PSL(2,R) ⇢ Homeo(S1). In this case, Hom(⇡1(⌃), G) is
well understood: two components of it make up Teichmuller space, and work of Goldman [Gol98]
together with the classical Milnor-Wood inequality gives a complete classification of its connected
components. By contrast, the larger space Hom(⇡1(⌃),Homeo(S1)) is relatively unexplored. I
am currently working on a program to classify connected components of Hom(⇡1(⌃),Homeo(S1)),
and more broadly, to understand general group actions on the circle. This involves:

i) Coordinates. In [Man15b], I used an analog of “trace coordinates” on Hom(⇡1(⌃),Homeo(S1))
to identify new connected components and new rigidity phenomena for group actions, gener-
alizing Goldman’s theorem.

ii) Rigidity of geometric examples. Ongoing work with M. Wol↵ aims to show that strong
C0 rigidity of surface group actions always comes from a geometric phenomenon, namely,
having image conjugate to a lattice in a Lie subgroup of Homeo+(S1).

ii) Circular orders. In new work [MRi16] with C. Rivas, I introduce a new approach to
study moduli spaces of groups acting on the circle, through the topology of the space of left-
invariant circular orders on a group G. Though a circular order is an algebraic/combinatorial
object (a discrete 2-cocycle) and the space of all such is totally disconnected, we show there
is a subtle, yet quite useful, correspondence between spaces and orders and actions.


